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Delhi the state and capital of India is the largest metropolitan state of India. It is the single state in
the entire nation where a large number of people come and inhabit from different cities, states and
nations who have varying language, culture, and background. Hence Delhi which is officially known
as National Capital Territory of Delhi (NCT) has become a major hub for different inhabitants with
different backgrounds.

Delhi not only has vast type of individuals but one can also find a vast variety of schools and other
academic institutions. Schools and higher educational institutes of Delhi are administered by two
organizational bodies, i.e. it will either run by the NCT government which is the Director of Education
or it will come under Private organization. Due to its vast varieties and number of schools, colleges,
medical colleges, and engineering colleges Delhi has become a hub of educational institutes.

Delhi alone has seven major and prominent universities which are Delhi University, Jawaharlal
Nehru University, Jamia Milia Islamia, GuruGobind Singh Indraprastha University, National Law
University, Jamia Hamdard and Indira Gandhi Open University. As per Indian census of 2011 the
literacy rate of Delhi is 86.34% which is more than the way it was in 2001, which was
81.67%.Likewise male literacy rate which was 87.33% in 2001 has now increased to 91.03% in
2011, and the female literacy data has also increased from 75.24% to 80.93% in 2011.

As schools and other academic institutions are making changes in their activities and educational
systems as per the need of the changing global market and ever increasing competition, so the
result is coming as increasing literacy rate of males as well as females. All the schools of Delhi are
either affiliated to CBSE (Central Board of Secondary Education) or CISCE (the Council for the
Indian School Certificate Examinations) or to NIOS (Nation Institute of Open Schooling).

There are many public, international, and boarding, and govt., schools in Delhi which are spread
throughout Delhi. Every school under Delhi region has extensive academic programs which are
stress free and help students to learn with complete interest. The weather conditions are extreme in
Delhi as we can see that winter is extremely cold whereas summer is horribly hot so keeping that in
mind all the schools in this state have given special importance to the infrastructure of school and its
related areas.

For this schools are well equipped with air conditioned or fitted with fans and properly working
ventilators. Basic medium of education in these schools in basically English but besides English
they do have language classes where the teach many other languages like hindi,Sanskrit,French
etc.The main motto of these schools is imparting the best and quality education that would help
them to compete in the world level.

Some of the best schools of Delhi are:

1. The Shriram school

2. Springdales school

3. DPS RK Puram

4. Vasant Valley school
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5. DPS Vasant  Kunj

6. Air Force school, Subroto Park

7. Tagore International school

8. Mount St. Maryâ€™s school, Delhi cantt

9. Doon Public School

Some of the best boys school of Delhi regions are as under:

1. St. Columba school

2. DC Arya Senior Secondary School

3. Don Bosco school

These schools are best place for learning as they give equal stress on academic as well as co-
curricular and other sports and activities.
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OnlineSchoolAdmissions.com is an educational website for admission in various schools across the
India. Here you will find the list of Top ranking CBSE, ICSE, IGCSC, IB, Boarding, International and
Play Schools in India category and city wise. Explore a public schools in delhi and a dwarka schools
or a delhi admission and much more.
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